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SmartPop2Exchange V8

30 Days Free Trial
www.jam-software.com/smartpop2exchange

IMAP and POP3 Connector for
Exchange and SMTP Servers
With Filter Functions

Your IMAP/POP3 Emails Without Viruses and Spam
With SmartPOP2Exchange you download emails from POP3 and IMAP accounts and forward them reliably to an Exchange or any
SMTP server. The smart connector also allows you to integrate your catchall accounts. The emails pass through an extensive
control system including virus and spam scans and you decide, whether they are downloaded continuously or time-controlled.

Selected Main Features
Retrieval and Delivery of Emails
·· POP3 and IMAP connector/gateway for MS Exchange,
Lotus Notes, and any other SMTP server.
·· Adjust the download interval.
·· Download emails from multiple accounts at the same time.

Automated Email Processing
·· Powerful rule system: predefined actions can be performed 		
for emails matching certain criteria.
·· Flexible trouble shooting in mail delivery on specific issues 		
with SMTP error rules.
·· Backup for incoming emails.
·· Error report via Email.

Protection against Spam and Viruses
·· Mighty anti-spam solution: the integrated spam filter
SpamAssassin facilitates creation of individual spamrules;
Bayes-Filter and Spam-/Ham-Training included.
·· Blacklists and Whitelists for email addresses and words are
fully supported.
·· The anti-virus software ClamAV is preconfigured - other
virus scanners can be connected.

Compatibility & Integration
·· Import and update account data from many different sources
(e.g. MS Excel).
·· Runs in the background as an independent Windows system
service.
·· Standard email files of external applications can be processed
and sent via the PickupFolder.
·· Autonomous installation: SmartPOP2Exchange is installed on
a separate PC, not on your SMTP-/Exchange Server.
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Additional Features
Support for catchall accounts that contain the emails
from many users. These emails are automatically distributed to the original addressee.

Undeliverable Mails are stored on the hard disk and can be
delivered again if required.

Pickup Folder: A folder with email files (EML) can also
serve as a source. The emails are retrieved from the folder
and directly processed, similar to POP3 or IMAP accounts.

The advanced results view tracks all results of the process.
Additionally, filter and search functions enhance the clear
display.

Your Benefits:
• 99% spam detection with renowned SpamAssassin and
ClamAV - integrated anti-spam and anti-virus.
• Flexible, powerful and easy to apply - just like in
Microsoft Outlook. Enjoy easy processing of emails!
• Automatic parallel processing of multiple email accounts.

Customer Voice:

Why Choose JAM Software?

„An easy to use configuration tool allows you to adjust

30 days free trial on our complete software portfolio - no

common settings like download interval, timeout etc.

registration needed

and to add, delete or configure your SMTP/Exchange

Happy customers worldwide

and POP3/IMAP accounts.“
tucows.com

Expert support
Extensive knowledge base
20 years business experience

www.jam-software.com
System Requirements

Compatible with all Windows versions currently supported by Microsoft.

The expansion of our building was subsidized by the European Union from the European Regional Development Fund and the federal state of Rhineland-Palatinate.

